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Analysis und Geometrie singulärer Räume
03.07. bis 09.07.94
Die Tagung fand statt unter Leitung der Herren J.-M. Bismut (Paris), J. Brüning
(Augsburg) und R. Melrose (Cambridge).
Diese Tagung mit 35 Teilnehmern gestaltete sich aufgrund hervorragender Beiträge als sehr fruchtbar. Thematisch schloß diese Veranstaltung an die heiden Tagungen
über "Elliptische Operat~ren auf singulären und nichtkompakten Mannigfaltigkei_
ten" aus den Jahren 1987 und 1991 an.
Schwerpunkte der Vorträge und Diskussionen lagen hei Indextheorie und Spektraltheorie sowie verschiedenen Invarianten von Mannigfaltigkeiten mit Singularitäten.
Bei den Invarianten findet die analytische und topologische Torsion zunehmendes
Interesse (Lück, Köhler,Varghese). Eng verwandt hiermit sind Determinanten und
1]-Invarianten gewisser elliptischer Operatoren, deren verschiedene Aspekte teilweise
sehr ausführlich diskutiert wurden (Bunke, Dai, Hassei, Vishik). In der Indextheorie wurden einerseits neue Beweise vorgestellt (Getzler. Zhang), andererseits wurden adia.batische Methoden zum Beweis neuer Resultate verwendet (Piazza, Lott).
Des weiteren wurden verschiedene Aspekte der charakteristischen Klassen behandelt (Dufto, Jeffrey, Pardon, Rumin, Stanton, Stern), wobei auch Methoden der
Nichtkommutativen DifferentialgaJmetrie verwendet wurden (Moscovici). In der
Spektraltheorie lag der Schwerpunkt auf asymptotischen Resultaten (Christiansen,
Guillemin, Lesch, Zworski).
Weitere Beiträge behandelten mathematische Aspekte der Quantentheorie (Sjöstrand, Sunada~ Vergne, Wolpert), Eichfeldtheorie (Eichhorn) sowie die nichtlineare
Skalarkrümmungsgleichung (Mazzeo').
Die Teilnehmer waren sich d.:U"in einig, daß dies eine sehr erfolgreiche Tagung war
und daß-eine Tagung dieses Themenkreises nach Möglichkeit regelmäßig \viederholt
werden sollte.
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Vortragsauszüge

T.heta and zeta functions for eompact locally symmetrie
spaces of rank one

Ulrich Bunke and Martin Olbrich
Let G be.a semisimple Lie group of real- rank one, K be its maxinlal compact
subgroup, .Y' := G /K be .the associated symmetrie space and M := r\4Y" be a
compact locally synunetric space. Let G = KAN be an Iwasawa decomposition
and M be the centralizer of A in K. To any pair of finite dimensional unitary
representations X of rand (j of M there IS a zeta function of Selberg type Z'((s~q).
It is defined using the geometrie data provided by these~ of closecl geodesics of
At and their lifts to bundles associated with X and (7. The zeta function has a
meromorphic continuation to the whole complex plane. Its singularities are related
to the spectral theory of elliptic differential operators on M. We distinguish spectral
singularities mostly on the imaginary axis occuring symmetrically w.r.t zero and
topological singularities located esse~tially on the negative real axis.
Let -,(d be the compact dual space to ..J(. Let dim(M) be even. We construct an
element i in the integer representation ring of K restricting to u under M C K. The
associated bundles over M, X d carry elliptic differential operators A~, A~ such that
the eigenvalues of .A.M correspond to the spectral singularities and the eigenvalues
of iL:t to the topological ones. In fact we represent the zeta function in terms of zeta
regularized determinants of AM, A d • H dim(l\1) is odd and u is not invariant under
the Weyl group of (g, a) the construction of i has to be modified. This case involves
a Dirac operator. Its eta invariant occurs naturally in the functional equation of the
zeta function.
We employ the Selberg trace formula to study AM. Using" analytic continuation
of wave traces~ we relate the identity contribution with the spectrum of Ad which is
described by a generalization of the Cartan/Helgason theorem. Using this technique
we avoid the trouble \vith the normalization constants of the Plancherel measure
and obtain very explicit fonnulas allowing to show the meromorphicity of the zeta
function by harmonie analysis methods.
.
We apply our results to the Ruelle zeta function relating its singularities with
the spectrum of the Laplacian on differential forms and proving simple functional
equations. In the odd dimensional case we identify its value at zero with the analytic
torsion.
Our work sheaus lle\V light to thc previous work of many people (D.Fried~
R.Gaugolli. A.Juht H.NloscovicL L.B.Parnovskij, R.Schuster~ A.Selberg,
R.Stanton. ~.1. \Vakayama. F.\VillianlS). ~p.vertbcl~s we were able to improve a
2
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couplc of tht!ir r<:-sults. We also think that onr approadl via t.hc spectral theory
of operators Oll 1\1• •\d is very short, much less involvcd than more hanllonic analysis oriented approaches and gives a derivation of all previous rcsults in a unified
framework.
The theta function associated to 1\1. X and u is defillcd by Tre- tAM • It has a
oleromorphic continuation to the whole complex plane. Hs singularities are located
on the imaginary axis and the negative real axis and related to the closed geoJesic·s
of 1Vf and .~d. The functional equation relat~ the theta function of 1\1 wi th thc
theta function of ..J (d defined by Tre- tAd •
In order to see what happens in the finite volwne case \ve study the theta function
in the sperical case for Riemann surfaces with cusps. The theta function here is the
sum of the spectral theta function defined by the discrete spectrum of .4 M ' as abov~
and a scattering the-ta function defined by the singularities of the scattering ma!rix~ __
It has a meromorphic continuation to aRiemann surface of the logarithm. . It~
singularities on the imaginary axis can be explained in terms of the closed geode~iqi
and tbe geodesics connecting the cusps. It also has the topological singularities o~
the negative real axis and singularities due to the cusps on the whole real axis. w.e.
believe that this is tbe general picture in the finite volume caSe of rank one.

Spectral asymptotics for manifolds with cylindrical end.s
Tanya Christiansen (joint with Maciej Zworski)

•

We give spectral asymptotics for the Laplacian on a manifold with cylindncal
ends. Since the Laplacian has continuous spectrum one expects Weyl asymptotics
for the sum of a tenn measuring the behaviour of the continuous spectrum and the
counting fun~tion for embedded eigenvalues. The first term, u,(.'\), is an analogue
of the scattering phase, and is expressed using an appropriately defined scattering
matrix for manifolds with cylindrical ends. We denote by N('\) the number of
embedded eigenvalues less than or equal to ,\2. H the manifold has a cylindrical end
identified with (-00, a), X ax (and t is extended so that t ~ a on the rest of X),
then the asymptotics are given by

N(~) + u,(..\) = er. lim [ (

M-oo }X.t>-M

1 - MVol{8x)],\n

+ 0(,\"-1)

where n is the dimension of the manifold and Cn is the usual Weyl constant. We
give an example that shows that the bound 0('\") obtained on 1V(A) is optimal.

3
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Eta invariants and determinant lines
~ianzhe

Dai- (joint with D. Freed)

We ~how that thc eta invariant for a manifold with boundary lives naturally in
t.he inverse determinan t line of the boundary and we prove some properties of this
invariant. More preeisely, for a eompaet odd dimensional spin Riemannian manifold
with produt:t strueture near the boundary~ we eonstruet a canonical element of the
inverse determinant line of the boundary. In the case when the boundary is empty,
the inverse determinaut line is canonically identified with the complex numbers, and
the canonical element is then (essentially) the reduced eta invariant.
The most important property the (inverse) determinant line-valued eta invariant
satisfies is the gluing Iaw. The gluing law we prove is more general than that obtained
by cutting a closed manifold into pieces as in the works of Bunke, Hassell-MazzeoMelrose and Wojciechowski. Thus we must consider gluing along manifolds where
the index of the Dirac operator may be nonzero. For this reason we use graded
determinant lines, as introduced in Knudsen-Mumford where the idea is credited to
Grothendieek.
For a family of Dirac operators this invariant is a smooth seetion of the inverse
determinant line bundle over the parameter space. We prove a geometrie variation
formula which generalizes tbe usual. formula for the variation of the eta invariant
to a formula for the eovariant derivative of this section. Here we use the natural
connection on the (inverse) determinant line bundl~ defined by Bismut-Freed. This
formula is erucial for the rest of the results.
As an application we give a new proof of the holonomy theorem of Witten (proved
by Bismut-Freed and Cheeger) for the determinant line bundle. Our results also
lead to a conjeeture about the geometrie index of families of Dirac operators on odd
dimensional manifolds with boundary, which we verify for the degree one eomponent.

Stratifications in infinite dimensions
Jürgen

Eichho~

e

e

Let (AIR, g) be open, G a compact Lie group with Lie algebra g, P(M, G) ~ M
a G-principal fibre bundle, G p = P XAd G,gp = P XAd g. Assume (MR,g) satisfies
the conditions (I) r,nj
infzEl\l rinj(x) > 0 and (Bh(M, g)) I(V9 )in.u1 ~ Ci,O :5 i :5
k. Let C(Bh,f) = {wlw G-connection.I(V'~)inwl:5Di,O ~ i :5 k, YM(w) =
~ f l'Rc..Il 2 dvol < oo}. Then there exists for k ~ r > n/2 + 1 a metrizable Sobolev
- nniform strueture on C(Bh , f). Let C"(Bh , f) be the eompletion.

=
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Theorem

er (B h , f)

has a rep~sentation as a topological sum

Cr(Bh,f)

= Lcomp(wd = LWi + nl.r(gp, \7
iEI

lMi

).

iEI

Here comp(wd means the component and nl,r(gp, V'.. . i) is the corresponding 50bolev space 01 I-forrns with. values in gp 01 r-th order.
It is possible to adapt to each component Cr(wo) = comp(wo) a gauge group
g"+l(WO) which is a. Hilbert-Lie group. The synunetry group S(w) of any w E Cr(wo)
is a. discrete subgroup. For a subgroup 5 c gr+l(wo) denote by (5) its conjugation
class. Let C[S)(wo) := {w E C"(wo) I S(w) E (S)}, j = {(S) 13w such that S(w) E
(5)}, tr : Cr(wo) ~ Cr(wo)fgr+l(wo)
nr(wo)
configuration space, R(s)(wo) =
1r( C[S) (wo )).

=

=

Main Theorem{'R.(S)(wO)}(S)E.1 is a stratification ofthe configurntion spa~~·~

A local index theorem for
pseudodifferential operators on

Rn

E. Getzler
Bargmann has constructed an isometry Q : L2 (IRn) ~ L 2 ( en, dp), where dp is .a
Gaussian measure on ce n , whose image is the space H 2 ( e n , dp.) of L 2 holomorphic
functions on en • Then Q*Q is the identity, while K = QQ. is projection onto
H 2 (C n , dp.).
By Bargmann quantization, we mean the assignment to a symbol a on X.*lRn ~
en of the operator ab = Q* aQ. On the one hand, ab is unitarily equivalent to )
the Töplitz operator KaK acting on H2(C n ,dlJ), and on the other hand, if a is
a classical symbol (in the isotropie sense), then ab is a pseudodifferential operator
with the same leading symbol as a.
Thus, the index of an elliptie pseudodifferential operator on IRn equals the index
of a Toeplitz operator on
We show that this index equals the index of a Dirac
operator on C", by a simple MeKean-Singer style argument. We extend the local
index theorem for Dirae operators to this setting, and thereby obtaina proof of
.Fedosov's index theorem.
(This talk was based on a paper to appear in Contemp. Math.)

ce".
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Analytic

surg~ry

and analytic torsion

Andrew Hassel
'..A..nalytic surgery ~ rcfers to metric degeneration of a elosed mauifold Jl1 to a pair
of manifolds with cylindrical ends 1\1 ±. This is achieved by stretching k/ across a
hypersurface H which separates J;f.
I will present joint \vork with Rafe Mazzeo and Richard Melrose on the analysis of
the Laplacian under analytic surgery, and then discuss a surgery formula for analytic
torsion. From this surgery-formula, both the Cheeger-Müller theorem for closed
manifolds and a combinatorial expression for the 'b-analytic torsion' (a regularized
analytic torsion for manifolds with cylindrical ends) can be easily derived.

e

De Rham representatives of generators· rar the cohomology
rings of moduli spaces
Lisa C. Jeffrey
We use group cohomology and the de Rham complex on simplicial manifolds
to give explicit differential forms representing generators of the cohomology rings
of spaces of conjugacy classes of representations of the fundamental group of a 2manifold of genus 9 into the compact Lie group K .r= SU(n). We treat the moduli
spaces M(n, d), which are defined as
;lf(n, d) = {p E Hom(F2g , K) : p(R) = w~}/ !(.

Here, F2g (the free group on 29 generators) is the fundamental group of a genus
9 2-manifold with one boundary c~mponent, and R is the element of the funda-

-mental group which represents a loop around the boundary. The element w =
diage21ri/n(1, ... ,1) is ehe generator of the center Z(K). We treat the case when n
and d are coprime, for \vhich j\f(n,d) is smooth.
By choosing complex structures on 2-manifolds, 1\1( n, d) ritay be given an alternative characterization: it is identified with the moduli space of holomorphic vector
bundles of rank n, degree d and fixed determinant aver a closed genus g Rlemann
surface E. The generators of the cohomalogy ring of M(n, d) were faund by Atiyah
and Bott (1983) using this holomorphic description, by taking the slant product of
characteristic classes of tbe universal bundle (a holomorphic bundle over M( n, d) xE)
with the generators of H.( ~). However this description of the generators is unclear
from the point of vie\\· of representations of fundamental groups of 2-manifolds.
In this paper, explicit differential farms on M(n, d) which represent these gent~rators are constructed. by giving a construction of the universal bundle (together
with its <:l~sifying map) in the lall~uage of simplicial manifolds. When G is a

•
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compact Lic ~rOllp, differential forms represcnting the coholnology of dassifying
spaces BG (Iluivcrsal charactcristic classes) were fouud by Dott (1973) and Shul~
man (1972), who used the standard simplicial manifold strllctllre on BG. Wc puH
the Bott-Shultnan fonns back under the classifying map. and apply the slant product to recover De Rham representatives for the generators of H-(J.\f(n.d)). In the
. course of this construction, we make use of a generalization of the Bott-Shulm~
construction to equivariant cohomology.
Our representatives for the generators are given explicitly in terms of the ~laurer
Cartan form. They generalize the treatment of the symplectic form on these moduli
spaces which has been given by Weinstein (1991, following Karshon and Goldman).
The symplectic form is a de Rham representative of one of the generators in question: our work confirms Weinstein '5 conjecture that al1 the generators should have
a description analogous to bis description of the symplectic form..
References: L.C. JeHrey, Group cohomology of the cohomology of modul~:-_spaces
of Hat connections on 2-manifolds, preprint alg-geom/9404012: L.C. Jeffrey, Sym:.
plectic fonDS on moduli spaces of flat connections on 2-manifolds, preprint alg;geom/9404013, to appear in Proc. of the Georgia International Topology Conference
1993 (ed. W. Kazez).

Analytic torsion on symmetrie spaces

Kai Köhler
We show how to calculate explicitly equivariant versions of the two Ray-Singer
torsions for all equivariant vector bundles over symmetrie spaces G/ K of the compact type with respect to any isometry 9 E G. In particular, we obtain the value ~f
the usual non-equivariant torsions which are defined as

e

T

:= exp ('(0)

for the analytic continuation of the zeta function
(8):=

E
q~lJEspec

(8)

dimG/K)

6 q \{O}

where ~ is the Kodaira- or Hodg~Laplacian acting on q-formS. First, we get for
the equivariant holomorphic torsion for bundles over Hermitian symmetrie spaces a
closed expression in terms of some characters of G and another expression in characteristic classes evaluated on G/ K. The result is shown to provide very strong support
for Bismut's conjecture of an equivariant arithmetic Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch
~heorem in the case where 9 extends to a quasi-projective Bat model E --+ M over
spec 7L of E -+ GI K.
7
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t"Clknlat.c' the eqllivariant real torsion for all synunetric :ipaces GII{ uf
wit.h rcspect t.o the a.ction of G. We show that it equals 1.erO
t'xcept. for the odd· dimt~nsiollal Graßmannians and for the space SU(3)/SO(3).
.-\S a. ("orollary. we (Jassify up to diffeonlorphism the actions of t.he dements of G
of these spaces: in particular, we show that any t\vo associated locally symmetrie
spaces (exeept SI) are diffeomorphie iff they are isometrie.
t.llt~. COlllpa.ct t·YPt~

On the spectral geometry of algebraic curves
Matthias Lesch (joint with Jochen Brüning)
Let M be the regular part of an algebraic curve C C ClP n _ We equip M with a
Riemannianmetric induced from same hermitian metric on ClP n ; we denote bY.l\lt
the set of al1 such objects. We have C = M u E where the singular set, E, is finite.
Near a point.p E E, C decomposes in L(p) irredueible components providing the
multiplicities lVk(p) E :IN, 1 :5 k ~ L(p). H all N/t;(p) are one then pis just a multiple
point whieh we da not regard a.s a singularity for the purpose of this study. HE is
nonempty, the metric on- M may be incomplete. The first analytic difficulty caused
by this fact concerns the definition of "spectral data": the Laplacians derived from
the de Rham complex,
(1)

(where n~(}VJ) denotes smooth i-forms with compact support) may not be essentially
self-adjoint in the respective Hilbert spaces. In arecent paper we have proved,
however, .that we are in the case 01 uniqueness in the sense that

(2)
Here, di .min denotes the closure of di and d i •max the adjoint of ~ := - * d i *- Thus we
obtain a Hilbert complex from the closed operators in (2) with self-adjoint Laplacians Ui-

•.

Theorem Each Ui is discrete, and ßo equals the Friedrichs extension 01 its Tf~
striction to ng(1.\1) .
11 we put ßi := dimker ßi,O :5 i :5 2, then a Jull set 01 spectral data is provided
by spec ~o and
X(2)(i\1) := 2ßo - .8•.
In view of Theorem ~ it is enough to compute the L 2 -Euler charaeteristic,
X(2)(iV[), and the spectral asymptotics of 6 0. ;«2)(1\1) has been detennined by.

ßnining/Peyerimhoff/Schröder and B!Üning/Lesch. Moreover, we have
8
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Theorelll

Tr(e-t'fo )

1) For t > O.
...... t-o+

L
j~o

Uj

t;-tTr)

t j ":' l

is tracc C[fL,.-':.'i lLnti

+L

bj t i -

1

log t

"Wf.

hfL·lJt~ thr. 1L.';~/mptntic eX]Jflnsion

L Cj(i.p) t i

+

i'?,l

pE~

/2Nt(p).

(3)

)~o

l$i$L(p)

2) In (3), we htlVe
voli\1

(4)

Go= - - .
-irr

and
(5)
3)

peE
l~'$L(p)

4) There are 1.\1 E ./V( with b" :I O. More preciselYt among the genemlized-~arabo~as
Ck,l, b2 distinguishes the parabolas 0/ type Cl,l, I EIN. .
5) There are lvI E )\1( with c2(i,p) :;:. 0, for some p E E and 1 S; i ::; L(p).

RjZ-Index theory
John Lott
This talk was about an index theory in which the indices take value in RjZ. We
first discussed the case of a single add-dimensional manifold M, By general topological arguments, there is a pairing K_1(M) x K- 1 (J.\1; RjZ) ~ RjZ. Using reduced
eta-invariants, we gave an analytic version of this pairing. This used the BaumDouglas description of K-homology and Karoubi's description of K-1(M; RjZ).
We gave applications to questions of the homotopy invariance of rho-invariants for
the tangential signature operator, and the vanishing of rho·invariants for the Dirac
operator on a manifold of positive scalar curvature.
We then described a families index theorem which gives an analytic description
of the pushforward of an element of K- 1 (M; RjZ) under a fiber bundle projection
1r : M -+ B. The analytic pushforward was defined using the eta·form of BismutCheeger. We gave an application to the case of the direct-image of a. Hat Hermitian
vector bundle on M.

9
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Combinatorial and analytic L 2 -torsion
Wollgang Lück
GiV~ll

a ~Ollllcctcd finite CW-complex .Y, one can associate to the L 2 -Laplacian
L 2 -Betti number b~2)(.X'), its
Novikov-Shl1bin invariant op(.Y) and its (generalized) Fuglede Kadison determinant
det(ß p). We call .Y admissible if b~2)( ..y ) = 0 and op(..'t") > 0 for all p. In this case
one defines the combinatorial L 2 -torsion g(2)(.y) = L( -l)Ppdet(ßp ) E IR. This
invariant has the following properties: it is a homotopy invariant, satisfies a SUffi
formula. a,nd a fibration formula. There are analytic counterparts which agree with
the combinatorial one for b~2) and 0p. For a compact Riemannian manifold M
the euqality g~)(M) = g(2)(M) + log 2/2X(8M) is conjectured. The combinatorial
L2 -torsion of a compact 3-manifold with incompressible torus boundary or empty .
boundary can .be read of algebraically from a presentation of the fundamental group
without knowing M. On the other hand the analytic L 2 -torsion of a closed hyperbolie 3-manifold 1\1 is - i;Vol(M). The L 2-torsion of an aspherieal closed manifold
seems to be related to the simplicial volume of Gromov and may be an obstruction
for the existence of an S-foliation on·an aspherical closed manifold.
~~2) acting on the p-th cellular L 2 -Hilbert space its

a
•

Singular solutions of the scalar curvature equation
Rale Mazzeo

sn,

The equation ~u - u + u~ = 0 is considered on
and solutions are sought
wi th prescribed singular set A, and such that the corresponding metric 9 = U n~2 90
is complete on
A. Previous work by Schoen, and Mazzeo-Smale give existence
for a limited class of A. In .recent joint work with F. Pacard, a solution is given for
this whenever A is a disjoint union of submanifolds with dimensions in the range
1 :::; k ~ (n - 2)/2. The upper bound (n -2)/2 is sharp.

sn \

Local formulae for Pontryagin classes of singular manifolds
Henri Moscovici
In joint work with F. \Vu, we gave a solution to the problem of representing the
topological Pontryagin elasses by loeally constructible cycles, based on quantizing
the tangent microbundle ioto a "signature" K-cycle. The formulae thus obt~ned,
although reminiscent of the classical Chern-Weil expressions in terms of matrixvalued curvature forms~ involve instead traces of (infinite-dimensional) operatorvalued ·!quantized curvatures".
The talk discussed the existence of "classicallimits" for these fonnulae on one
hand, and thc possibility of extending them to pseudomanifolds on the other hand.

•
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The family index theorem on odd-dimensional manifolds
with boundary
Paolo Piazza (joint work with Richard B. Melrose)
Let D = (D z ):EB be a family of generalized Dirac operators acting Oll Hernutian
Clifford rnodules E: over the odd-dimensional compact manifolds wiih bounuary,
1V/:, which are the fibres' of a libration with compact base B : ~l[ ~ l'l[ --+ B',
dim..X" = n = 2k + 1. Let x be the normal variable to the boundaIj of Al. We
assume that each fibre is endowed with a metric which is of product-type near tbe
boundary: gz = dx 2 + gaM~·
.
Using the fibre cobordism invariance of the index on closed manifolds we Sh9W the
existence of a CI( 1) spectral section P fo~ the family of Dirac operators D O. ~nduced
on the boundary. This ,neans that P is a self-adjoint family of pseudodifferentiaJ
operators of order zero with tbe following properties : (1) ,Pz2
P:.. (2) Thei~ exists
a constaut RE [0,(0) such that D~u =.Au ~ P:.u = u for .A.> R·and Pzu ~ 0 for
A < -R. (3) uP + Pu = ( j with ( j = cl(dx).
.!?'
.
Acting on Hl(Mz,Ez;Pz ) = {u E Hl(i~l%,Ez);ulaMz E KerPz } the fci.mily D
defines, by Green formula, a family of self-adjoint Fredholm operators D p and thU:s
an index class Ind(Dp) E K 1 (B). In case the boundary family DO is invertible, P
can be taken to be the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer projection; a formula for the ehern
character of Ind( D APS) was conjectured by Bismut and Cheeger.
We prove such a formula in the general case by combining the superconnection
formalism of Quillen and Bismut, the c~culus of b-pseudodifferential operators, a
suspension argument and the family index theorem in the even-dimensional case
proved in the paper "Familiesof Dirac operators, boundaries and the b-calculus"
(by R.B. Melrose and P. Piazza). Thus
.~.

=

•

1

Ch(Ind(Dp)) = (2tri)k+l

(

..

JMIB

A(M/B)Ch'(E) -

1

2T1odd ,P

(7)

with TJodd,P a generalized eta form which depends on the choice of P. A relative index
theorem, describing the efIect of changing the spectral section, is also described.

The use of 'Witten Laplacians in high dimension
J. .Sjöstrand
This talk descnbes some improvements of earlier work with B. Helffer, the new
inspiration coming mainly from a work of Zhizhina-Minlos. Let r be a finite set,1' E
COO(JR.r; IR.). Under some technical assumption on tp at infinity (roughly that tp(x)
"J

11
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1·r.I I +1I t.lu're) . (;-'lr.;(,rl/'·dx < 00 aud <.:an be assumed to be 1 after adding a COllstCl.nt
t,o...p. \Vitt,cu (oluplex: d"" = t',-..,,/h hde"'/h, d = exterior differentiation. \Vitt.en(Hodge) Lapla~iall in Jegrec I: ~~) = d;df?' + dtpd;~ discrete spectntffiC [0.00). Thc
lowest eigenvalue of ~~O) is 0 with e- VJ / h as the corresponding eigenfunction, while
inf spec (a~1)) > o.
.
Put Cor(u..o) =Correlation of u and v=< (u- < u > )(v- < v » >, whcre
<u· >= J lle-·ZIoP/hdx =.( e-",,/h ule-rp1h). Then

(implicit in \vork with B. Relffer.) Consequence: A simple proof of the FKG
inequalities in the ferromagnetic case (8%.8%11 ep $ 0, j :f: k). (Cf. work by ~erbst
Pitt.)
Let r = (71/N71)d, d fixed, N -+ 00. Under certain assumptions on 'P = 'Pr
(implying striet convexity), uniform w. r. t. r, we get an asymptotic formula for
Cor(xj, Xk) \vhen h is small, N, dist (j, k) large, describing more precisely the exponential deeay when dist (j, k) -+ 00. The result applies to the case 2~(x) =

LjE71/N71. x;/4 -log cosh#(xj + Xj+l) ("Kac potential") when 0 < v <1/4 (the
strictly convex case).
The proof of this result is based on the study of some lower part (and not just
the lowest eigenvalue) of ß&l), perfo~med via a stabilizing problem. The teehniques
can probably be applied to more general Schrödinger operators in high dimensions.

Hodge structure and perverse sheaves for locally
symmetrie varieties
Mark Ste·rn
Let ..l { be a locally symmetrie variety. The·L 2 - ä cohomology gives a Hodge
strueture for the intersection cohomology of ..1 [. We compute the Ioeal cohomology
groups of this complex.

Theorem
conditions

•

The L 2 - ä cohomology complex satisfies the vanishing and covanishing
perverse sheaf (appropriately shifted).

0/ a

Using this theorem \ve show how to construct a quasi-isomorphie eomplex on a
toroidal resolution of );.. We conjecture that this procedure might give a general
approach to finding the Hodge structure. of I H" without using V-modules.
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Quantum ergodicity
Toshikazu Sunada
I shall introdu<;e the notion of ergodicity at infinite ~n(~rgy level in both quantum
and classical Inechanic5. It allows 115 to gi\·e a necpssary aud sufficieut condition in
terms of microlocal properties of eigenfunctions of a quantized Hamiltonian in order
that the corresponding classical dynamical systelu is ergodic. Especially, a new
insight into quantum ergodicity due to Snirelman, Zelditch and Colin de Verdiere is
given.

Determinants of elliptic pseudo-differential

s.

operat~~s

Vishik (results joint with M. Kontsevich)

The determinant of a linear operator A E End( L) acii~g in a finite-dimensional
linear space L is the product of the eigenvalues of A including their algebraic multiplicities. There are two different generalizations of det(A). The first is the Fredholm
determinant detFr (IdH + K) := 1 + Tr (K) + Tr (1\ 2 K) + ..., where K is a trace
class operator acting in a separable Hilbert space H. The series on the right is
absolutely convergent for such K. This series is a finite sum for a finite-dimensional
A, K := A - Id, and it gives the value of det(A). The Fredholm deteftriinant
is a multiplicative one, i.e., detFr(AB) = detFr(A)detFr(B). Another generalization is the zeta-regularized determinant det,(A) of an elliptic PDO A introduced
by D.B. Ray and I.M. Singer. It is defined as exp (8,,(A(S)!,,=o), where the zeta":
function (A(S), ordA > 0, i5 defined as Tr (A-a) for A-" of trace class, i.e., for
Re S • ord A < - dim M. To produce det,(A), we have to define a holomorphic
family A -11 and to prove that (A (s) has a meromorphic continuation in s which is
regular at s = O. The existence of A-, is equivalent to the existence of a log. A.
But the problem of existence of log A for a given elliptic A is unsolvable. H for
general invertible A its log A exists, we can say nothing about the existence of
log At for another invertible At with the same complete symbol 0' (Al) = u(A).
However we know that det,(A) depends not only on A but on a family A-II oi its
complex powers. (For example, it is so for Dirac operators.) Hence we have to use
samething like log A in the definition of det(A). We use log a(A), i.e., an element
b E S1og(M, E) of the Lie algebra of logarithmic symbols such that exp(b) = O'(A).
The canonical determinan t det( A, b) for an invertible elliptic PDO A, ord ..4 E Cx ~
is defined as fJIlows. Let G = Fo\Ell X (AI, E) be the quotient by the normal subgroup Fa := {Id + K: K are smoothing, detFr(Id + J{) = I}, and let ddA) be
the class of A in G. Then det(.4, b) := d,(A) 0 do(b)-l, where do(b) E G belangs
13
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t.o th(' saUi(' (as dd A)) fiht'r of t.hc natural projection p: G ~ SEll indu = F\Ell,
p(tldA.)) == 11(...1.) == l'(tlo ), F := {Q = Id + I\': detFr(Q) 1= 0, I\' are stnoothiug}.
x
Tlu-~ gronp G is a n~ntral !e -extension of the group SEllindo of elliptic symbols of
index zero. So dct(A.. h) E (ex
Fo\F (identifieation is given by detFr)' The eletnent do(h) :=" dl(exp B)· (detTR(exp(-B))) E G is defined with the help of any
B froln the. Lie algebra of logarithmsof elliptie PDOs with q( B) = b. It is independent of a choice of Band it generalizes th.e det«( ..4 ) to its natural dOlnain
of definition. Here, detTR (exp( -B)) := exp (-8"TR (exp(sB))I,,=o), where TR is
a llew trace dass fUllctional defined for all elassieal PDOs of eomplex noninteger
orders, TR ([.-I., BIl = O.

=

e

Determinants 11. Geometry of determinants. Description
of the determinant Lie algebra in terms of symbols
S. Vishik (results joint with M. Kontsevich)
f\dC of the determinant Lie group G := Fo\Ell X can
be explieitly deseribed i~ terms of the Lie algebra Slog of logarithmie symbols only.

Claim. The Lie algebra g

:=

Corollary. An element do(b) in the definition o/the canonical detenninant det(A, b)
can be defined algebraically in terms

0/ Slog .

Ta realize this program, we define an adjoint-invariant quadratie form T2(.~) :=
ordx' 8,,(;R(s)I,,=o on e[( 3 x. Here, (;R(S) := TR(exp(-sx)). This function is
defined for ord x := ord (exp x) 1= 0, and it is regular at s = O. The right side of the
expression for T2 ( x) is defined if ord x :f:. 0, and it is the restrietion of a quadratie
form deflned on eH to this domain. Let B(x, y) be the associated with T2 symmetrie
bilinear form on d L Then B (x + z, y) = B (x, y) for z E fo, and B defines abilinear
form on g. We have B(1, 1) = 0 for 1 E C = fo\f, and B(1,x) == -ordx ~ O. Hence
for any b E Slog (1\;[, E) = f\dC with ord b :/; 0 there is one and onIy one isotropie
veetor bt E g for B sueh that b1 is mapped to b under the natural projeetion 9 ~ Stog,
B (b},bd = O.

Proposition. We have do(b)

= exp(bd

a
.,

in G.

Proposition. 1. The Lie algebra 9 has an explicit expression in terms 0/ genemtors
ITry, where xE Stog! ordx::; 1, y' E Stag (see Preprints MPI/94-30, MPI/94-57).
2. The form B on g is gi1.7en by an explicit formula

=

E SIOK' ord x = 1. Yj
tjI + aj, where aj E C SO are classical PDO-symbfJZs
order zero and Cj E c. Bere. res is the noncommutative residue.

fOT.I

0/
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Corollary. L,:t b = Ix + (J. E S(ug, tEleX. a E
log (~)(b) E 9 for c = res (a~}/2t.

cs

tt

.

Tht:n h,

= Il.c(t.r + 11) + c:. 1

=:

Conclusion. The canonical rletenninant det(A, b) for .4. E EI!'" (.!\1. E), oni A E le)(.
b = log u(A) E SluR' is the product dd.4)odo(b)-1 of two elenlellts of t.he determinant
Lie group G. The factof d, (A) is the class of .4 in G a.nd it is multiplicative.
d](.4B) = il,(A)ddB). The factar do(b)-l is compnted in ternlS of symbols.

The "Classical Limit" for PSL(2; 7l)
Scott Wolpert
Consider H/ PSL(2; 7l) with hyperbolic metric, and D the Laplace-~.eltrami
operator acting in L 2 (H/f). Let {'Pj, Aj} be the collection of ·L2-eigenpa{~s. We
are interested in high-energy limits <p;kdA~JJ' Jl a measure, and particularly the
question of "unique quantum ergodicity". S. Zelditch has shown that there is a full
density subsequence {jk} with r.pjkdA~dA/area.
Are there "thin subsequences" with other limits?
What is the mechanism of convergence?
SL(2; 1l) contains a unit-translation. An eigenfunction invariant by unit-tr~ns~
lation and in L 2 (y ~ a) has an expansion
<p(z)

= E anyl/2 K ir (21rlnly)e 2'Jrinz

for

z

= x + iy, A = 1/4 + r 2 .",

n~O

WKBcan be applied to study the asymptotics of the product terms

occuring in c.p2. In particular for T ~ Ta

00
/,

TI'

K. (2

Y

Ir

trny

)K. (2
Ir

1rmy

)dY _ treY

2 -

2

V

> 0, n, m > 0 fixed, as A --+

rr
)..l12

t==

mn

11
•

cos(21r'/tlm -

nl~) dY

~

V

00

1 - y2

Y

+0

()
1

= yt, t = 21rn/ A1/2.
Let G = 8H X 8H \ {diagonal} be the spare of geodesics on the upper half plane.

for Y

We are interested in the "integral"

for JJ a measure on G and l(p) the hyperbolic length of an arc p.
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Proposi tion
Cousid(~r the "int.egral" for nnit-translation invariant IDca.sllrC's.
Thc ni~ht. HiUl( 1 Siele of thc K -Bessel integral is the I,n - n I Fourier coefficit'Ilt
of tht' kernel uf tl1(~ "iIlt(~gral".
Now if T'k(=) = Ln kanyl!2!\ir(27Tlnly)e:.!2tinz and 'P~dA~fL, then fL is the pushdo\vn uf a nlcasure jJ. on the space of geodesics
ii( \', t) l(u.b)x(O.q

=

In particular it is given by the wO-limit of means of the numerical Fourier coefficients.
Zelditch's result is reinterpreted to

e

pointwise in t > 0, for the Kronecker delta and {..\a n } the numerical Fourier coeffieients of eigenfunctions from the full-density subsequence of Zelditch. The question
of existence of "thin subsequences" is a matter of means of Fourier coefficients.

A proof of the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer index theorem
W. Zhang
In this. t-alk, we report a joint work with X. Dai, in which wegive a new praof
of the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer index 'theorem for Dirac operators on manifolds W'ith
boundary.
Our proof is based on techniques developed by Bismut et. al. and the cone
method of Cheeger. We embed the manifold with boundary to a higher dimensional
ball, and reduce the problem to a ball, on which it is trivial.
This approach is different from the previous approaches, which are based on
~1cKean-Singer type formulas. The Bott periodicity theorem is also avoided by the
triviality of vector bundles over balls.

e

Further talks
~:1.DuHo:

Equivariant differential forms and fixed points

V. Guillemin: \Vave trace invariants for elliptic operators

\v. Pardon: Hodge structure and bouodary conditioIlS
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NI. Rnnun:

Diff(~r(~ntia.l fonns

on cOlltact luanifolc.ls

R. Sja.Iuaar: SYluplectic cross sectioll alld dassitlcatiou of Hanultollia.u grollp actions
R.. Stanton: The cohomology of Hag loanifolds revisited
~1. Varghese: Amenability and L 2 -invariants

M. Vergne: Geometrie quantization and Iuultiplicities

1\,1. Zworski: Scattering matrix and geodesie ßow at infinity

Berichterstatter: Matthias Le:sch
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